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The Squirrel GliderThe Squirrel Glider

Threatened speciesThreatened species
Highly social living in Highly social living in 
coloniescolonies
Their high energy Their high energy 
food sources are food sources are 
diverse but often diverse but often 
sporadic and localisedsporadic and localised



Squirrel Glider Squirrel Glider -- DistributionDistribution



HabitatHabitat











Problems with fragmentation and Problems with fragmentation and 
loss of connectivityloss of connectivity

Loss of Genetic diversityLoss of Genetic diversity
Reduction in available Reduction in available 
food resourcesfood resources
Increased risk in moving Increased risk in moving 
around landscapesaround landscapes
Greater impact of natural Greater impact of natural 
and unnatural eventsand unnatural events
Localised extinctionLocalised extinction



The need for further researchThe need for further research



Aims of the ANU researchAims of the ANU research

How do Squirrel Gliders How do Squirrel Gliders 
use woodland fragments?use woodland fragments?
What effect does remnant What effect does remnant 
shape and productivity shape and productivity 
have?have?
What parts of the What parts of the 
landscape are important?landscape are important?
How do we recognise How do we recognise 
good glider habitat?good glider habitat?
What can we do to help?What can we do to help?



Study SitesStudy Sites



Sites Sites 

The were a combination of linear road The were a combination of linear road 
remnants, Travelling Stock Reserves, remnants, Travelling Stock Reserves, 
paddock trees and small remnants and paddock trees and small remnants and 
tree plantings on agricultural farmstree plantings on agricultural farms
All remnant temperate woodlandsAll remnant temperate woodlands



TrappingTrapping



Measurements and CollarsMeasurements and Collars







ResultsResults

382 nocturnal observations382 nocturnal observations
654 day time fixes654 day time fixes
1036 total observations1036 total observations
Detailed measurements of all trees usedDetailed measurements of all trees used
Over a 4 month period of radio trackingOver a 4 month period of radio tracking
Some interesting findings were uncovered.Some interesting findings were uncovered.



Feeding BehaviourFeeding Behaviour



DietDiet

In the absence of In the absence of 
flowering trees, gliders flowering trees, gliders 
were feeding on were feeding on lerpslerps and and 
insectsinsects
Study completed by Greg Study completed by Greg 
Holland showed that 75% Holland showed that 75% 
of feeding time was of feeding time was 
devoted to harvesting devoted to harvesting 
exudates from insect exudates from insect 
such as such as lerpslerps



Large TreesLarge Trees
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Home RangeHome Range

Average home range Average home range 
4.88ha ranged from 2.25 4.88ha ranged from 2.25 
–– 12 ha12 ha
Home ranges were larger Home ranges were larger 
in linear patches and in linear patches and 
gliders needed more den gliders needed more den 
treestrees
Home ranges also Home ranges also 
increased as productivity increased as productivity 
decreaseddecreased



Denning SitesDenning Sites

A squirrel glider on A squirrel glider on 
average used 7 den trees average used 7 den trees 
Small entrances often in Small entrances often in 
brachesbraches
Detailed measurements Detailed measurements 
of 146 den trees of 146 den trees 
Dead trees and grey box Dead trees and grey box 
were most heavily were most heavily 
selectedselected
9% of known dead den 9% of known dead den 
trees were pushed over trees were pushed over 
and/or burntand/or burnt
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What makes a good den tree?What makes a good den tree?
Large trees Large trees 
Number of hollowsNumber of hollows
Tree healthTree health
Surrounding treesSurrounding trees



Conserving Conserving 
the Squirrel the Squirrel 

GliderGlider



Protect existing habitatProtect existing habitat



Conserve large trees including dead Conserve large trees including dead 
treestrees



Improve and maintain connectivityImprove and maintain connectivity



Robust landscapesRobust landscapes



Where to from here?Where to from here?



What are the options?What are the options?

Rely on private landowners to carry out Rely on private landowners to carry out 
conservation works (through incentives)conservation works (through incentives)
Form a network of new reserves by Form a network of new reserves by 
purchasing agricultural landpurchasing agricultural land
Direct conservation efforts into other Direct conservation efforts into other 
public owned lands public owned lands 





Their future is in our handsTheir future is in our hands


